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Abstract Moral progress may be a matter of time scale. If intuitive measures for
moral progress like the degree of physical violence within a society are
taken as empirical markers, then most human societies have
experienced moral progress in the last few centuries. However, if the
development of the human species is taken as relevant time scale,
there is evidence that humanity has experienced a global moral decline
compared to a small-band hunter-gatherer (SBHG) baseline that
represents a lifestyle presumed to largely account for 99% of human
history. A counter-argument to such a diagnosis of moral decline is the
fact that the living conditions of the modern world that emerged since
sedentariness and the beginning of agriculture are completely different
compared to those of SBHG due to cultural and technological
developments. We therefore suggest that two notions of moral
progress should be distinguished: a “biological notion” referring to the
inherited capacities typical of the evolutionary niche of mammals and
that unfold in a specific way in the human species; and a “cultural
notion” that relates moral progress to dealing with an increasing
diversity of temptations and possible wrongdoings in a human social
world whose complexity accumulates in time. In our contribution, we
will describe these two different notions of moral progress, we will
discuss how they interact, how this interaction impacts the standards
by which we measure moral progress, and we provide suggestions and
justifications for re-aligning biological and cultural moral progress.
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11moral progress like the degree of physical violence within a society are taken as
12empirical markers, then most human societies have experienced moral progress in
13the last few centuries. However, if the development of the human species is taken as
14relevant time scale, there is evidence that humanity has experienced a global moral
15decline compared to a small-band hunter-gatherer (SBHG) baseline that represents a
16lifestyle presumed to largely account for 99% of human history. A counter-argument
17to such a diagnosis of moral decline is the fact that the living conditions of the
18modern world that emerged since sedentariness and the beginning of agriculture are
19completely different compared to those of SBHG due to cultural and technological
20developments. We therefore suggest that two notions of moral progress should be
21distinguished: a “biological notion” referring to the inherited capacities typical of
22the evolutionary niche of mammals and that unfold in a specific way in the human
23species; and a “cultural notion” that relates moral progress to dealing with an
24increasing diversity of temptations and possible wrongdoings in a human social
25world whose complexity accumulates in time. In our contribution, we will describe
26these two different notions of moral progress, we will discuss how they interact,
27how this interaction impacts the standards by which we measure moral progress, and
28we provide suggestions and justifications for re-aligning biological and cultural
29moral progress.
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331 Introduction

34The idea that humanity is changing (or should change) towards the good has been deeply
35embedded into a modern understanding of human history, particularly shaped in the West since
36about 1500. The new scientific and technological developments of that time inspired writers of
37the Enlightenment like for example Anne-Robert-Jacques Turgot, a minister to Louis XVI,
38who wrote the influential work A Philosophical Review of the Successive Advances of the
39Human Mind.1 Many other leading thinkers of that time, like David Hume and Immanuel
40Kant, reflected on the notion of progress; and although this concept involves various different
41facets – technological, social, political, etc. – it usually includes a “moral” component, in the
42sense that some general moral principles or values provide justification for why a certain type
43of societal change is considered to be “good”.
44This sketchy observation points to two basic types of understanding of “moral progress” –
45namely “indirect” progress that concerns approaching a certain moral standard due to, for
46example, technological or social change (e.g., setting up a socio-technological change that
47increases access to drinking water in a society, thus decreasing harm caused by polluted water);
48or “direct” progress that involves changing the standard itself by which progress is measured
49(e.g., the introduction of the notion of human rights). This conceptual distinction between
50approaching a standard and changing a standard certainly makes sense, but there are under-
51lying mechanisms that influence both direct and indirect moral progress. For example, it is
52well known that cultural factors induce changes in society. Early on, industrialization (with
53accompanying mobility, urban concentrations and other factors), for example, changed many
54different processes in (western) societies and in parallel led to a change in evaluation standards
55(e.g., partly replacing religious standards of the “good life” to more secular, individualistic,
56rights-based evaluation). This complex set of changing cultural factors – science, technology,
57education, politics, and so on – is often understood to equally contribute to both indirect and
58direct moral progress.
59However, the notion of progress should not merely be understood as a purely cultural
60phenomenon. The emergence of evolutionary thinking since the scholarship of Charles Darwin
61and of others points to the role of biological factors in providing some kind of “foundation” for
62human behavior. But these biological factors are subject to change, although usually on a
63larger time-scale, leading to the question of how these two levels (culture and biology) can and
64do interrelate. This is one of the two questions we address.
65The second question concerns how one should measure moral progress. This question
66involves both the issue of identifying indicators that will be the object of a measurement as
67well as determining the appropriate time scale over which progress can be observed. Or, in
68other words: To what extent has the current dominant culture experienced moral progress
69compared to earlier times? We note that this question is ripe for ideological controversy and
70conflicting data. For example, some authors, particularly from politically conservative circles,
71have interpreted societal change of the last century as moral decline (Herman 1997; Spengler
721918). We, however, are not interested in this ideological controversy. Our topic is how the
73interrelation of biological and cultural factors shapes the understanding of moral progress.
74We start by taking two exemplars to explain more closely what is meant by indirect and
75direct moral progress. On the one hand regarding human-on-human physical violence, Steven

1 A concise overview on the philosophy of “progress” is available at the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy:
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/progress/ (last access: October 31 2015).
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76Pinker (2011) recently argued that most global societies have experienced moral progress in
77the last centuries if one measures the observable number of persons killed in conflict (relative
78to the total population).2 Pinker’s approach represents a mainly indirect notion of moral
79progress based on a fixed evaluation standard; namely that the number of human causalities
80should be reduced. On the other hand, there is ample evidence that “violence against nature”,
81the purposeful and also accidental extermination of other-than-human life has increased on a
82global scale in the last centuries as measured, for example, by the number of species that are
83endangered or extinct, the amount of toxic pollution in air, land and water, and the decreased
84biodiversity in most areas of the planet. The extermination process is usually not the result of a
85deliberate aim to reduce the number of species (though killing off pests and predators are often
86aims) but is a general side effect of the current type of exploitation of nature for human
87purposes.3 This issue reflects a potential change of the evaluation standard.
88Most human societies since the dawn of humankind and all sustainable ones have treated
89the other-than-human as members of the community of concern based on a worldview that
90does not separate humanity from the rest of nature (Highwater 1981). Hunter-gatherer societies
91and those that followed generally upheld what is called an “indigenous worldview,” where
92everything in the world is related and sacred and other-than-human entities are valued as
93persons deserving of respect (e.g., whose permission is sought for life taking; Kimmerer 2013;
94Cooper 1998; Nelson 2008). In what we will call the “western worldview”,4 a sense of
95superiority and condoning of human supremacy in relation to the rest of the natural world
96has been developed, resulting in a clash between the two worldviews, indigenous and
97“western”, that are disparate, like oil and water (Four Arrows and Narvaez 2016). The
98dominant culture’s sense of superiority may thus be a significant source of both a sense of
99progress in the West and the ecological crises that plague the planet (Jensen 2016).
100This picture is arguably a simplification of both the cultural diversity of indigenous and
101western cultures – but in the following argumentation, we will use this duality as a framework
102for outlining the difficulty of conceptualizing the notion of moral progress. A first observation
103is that these conflicting views may be due not only to definitions (violence against humans
104versus violence against other-than-human life), but may also be an indication that moral
105progress is a matter of time scale. If the last few centuries are examined and an intuitive
106measure (estimated numerically) for moral progress, like per capita physical violence towards
107humans within a society, are taken as empirical markers for moral progress, then most human

2 We note that these analyses are disputed by experts on empirical and categorization grounds (see Ferguson
2013a, 2013b; Fry 2013). For example, small-band hunter-gatherers, who represent 99% of human genus history,
are relatively peaceful and not war-like, but Pinker mixes them together with complex hunter-gatherers, who can
be war-like.
3 We note that human use of natural resources is not necessarily linked to the destruction of nature and decrease
of biodiversity. For example, Europe today without human intervention would be wooded to a large degree, with
a likely lower degree of biodiversity compared to a Europe with bounded and non-monocropping agricultural
activity, because boundary zones between forest and acres increase the number of ecological niches.
4 It is important to clarify that we do not use this term with a specific geographic focus (i.e., focus on Europe or
North America) or racial implication (i.e., focus on “white” culture). The term “western” just denotes that the
conceptual origin of the idea that humans are special in a normative sense and that this special status provides the
legitimation of exploiting nature has its historic origin mainly in assumptions about human distinctiveness
(Biblical theology) which undergird the rationalization of thinkers of the western world (e.g. Francis Bacon or
René Descartes). As the example of contemporary China shows, exploitation of nature and environmental
pollution are not bound to specific geographic regions or racial boundaries. And, as the example of the Easter
Island civilization has shown, destruction of nature can also happen without the presence of a “western
worldview” in a culture (Diamond 2005).
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108societies, under burgeoning populations, have indeed experienced moral progress (Pinker
1092011). However, if the time frame of the human species is taken as the relevant time scale,
110the situation can be evaluated differently: Small-band hunter-gatherers (SBHG), who represent
111a lifestyle presumed to largely account for 99% of human genus history, and who emerged
112over 2.5 million years ago (Bicchieri 1972), have lived in a strikingly cooperative social world
113in the face of a difficult and sometimes unpredictable physical world (Fry 2006, 2013; Narvaez
1142013, 2014). Even Darwin (1871) noted how so called “uncivilized” peoples showed a
115morality more like his female compatriots (sensitive, tender) than the selfish rivalry his male
116compatriots demonstrated. Human morality may thus have evolved as an advanced adaptation
117to enable the uniquely derived lifestyle of human foragers, which requires generosity and
118sharing due to extreme mutual interdependence for survival, thriving and dispersal (van Schaik
119et al. 2013). Compared to such a SBHG baseline, the current mode of human existence
120involves a considerable degree of organized emotional and psychological violence to humans,
121and destructive behavior towards other-than-humans, which can be interpreted as an expres-
122sion of moral decline.
123These observations point to a second observation, namely that the existence of two
124timescales related to cultural vs. biological change complicates measuring moral progress.
125Moreover, as we will see later, recent findings in epigenetics even indicate that the biological
126and cultural timescales might be less separable than thought initially.
127Accordingly, measuring moral progress necessitates the consideration of a variety of
128factors: Are we aiming to measure direct moral progress, indirect moral progress, or both?
129Will we also include underlying factors in our measurement? How and to what extent do
130cultural and biological factors of human behavior that underlie the changes expressed in moral
131progress interact? What is the content, topic or domain for which we want to ascertain whether
132moral change has taken place? What time scale do we include? Should concerns for other-
133than-human life (e.g., animals, plants, land, rivers) necessarily form part of the moral calculus
134for moral progress? Those are questions that should be addressed when disentangling the
135interrelations between biological and cultural moral progress.
136These guiding questions refer to very fundamental and difficult scientific and philosophical
137topics; and we do not claim to provide definite answers to them. Our aim is to point to some
138issues that help to clarify these questions and to discuss the interplay of biological and cultural
139factors. The philosophical goal of this paper is to show that the notion of “moral progress”
140requires the integration of a cultural and a biological perspective – and this integration comes
141with a price: namely that there is no “objective” measure of moral progress independent of
142what we call “worldviews”, because cultural and biological change interact in ways that affect
143the evaluation standard of moral progress, which is expressed in these worldviews. This does
144not mean, however, that it is impossible to reasonably discuss whether moral progress took
145place or not in a certain amount of time. However, this discussion should take into account
146arguments referring to the worldviews themselves – and the arguments will add to our
147understanding of biocultural values both with respect to a certain notion of (individual)
148“flourishing” and with respect to the protection of biodiverse earth communities. These
149arguments should not be simplistic in the sense that e.g., just replacing a “western ideology”
150with an “indigenous ideology” would save the world. Yet we believe that a deeper under-
151standing of how cultural and biological moral change influence one another helps us to
152uncover some unquestioned foundations of how we evaluate moral progress.
153This is not a mere theoretical exercise. We refer in our argumentation to one specific
154example: human parenting practices. We believe that this example is relevant because early
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155childhood is a critical phase in human ontogenesis where the “biological foundations” of the
156individual are particularly sensitive to cultural influences in such a way as to lead us to expect
157consequences for the moral behavior pattern of the individual. It thus serves as an exemplar on
158how the biological and cultural levels interact. Furthermore, parenting and education have
159been seen as key mechanisms contributing to human and moral progress, and they have
160an impact on the evaluation standard of moral progress through this interaction between
161biology and culture.
162In what follows, Section 2 provides some conceptual clarifications related to cultural and
163biological moral progress. In Section 3, we demonstrate the interplay of cultural and biological
164factors with respect to the formation of evaluation standards using the example of parenting
165practices. In Section 4, we sketch (in an arguably simplified form) how two worldviews
166resulting from this interplay of biological and cultural factors influence our understanding of
167moral progress. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss whether changes in parenting practices have
168an effect on the biological-cultural interplay that forms the foundation of worldviews, such that
169an orientation towards living with other-than-humans can be promoted, which would support a
170moral progress that we consider indispensable for overcoming destructive elements in the
171dominant culture.

1722 Conceptual Clarifications

1732.1 What Is “Moral Change” and “Moral Progress”?

174A more elaborated discussion on the notion of moral progress needs some conceptual
175clarification. The notion of progress involves the idea that an entity changes in time and that
176this change is considered positive; i.e., any notion of progress needs a measurement procedure
177to detect the change of an entity and an evaluation standard based on which the detected
178outcome is considered to be better than before. This notion of progress becomes evident in the
179context of technology. The entity might be, for example, a computer, and progress is measured
180by increasing computing power. Or, the entity might be a socio-technological system like
181“train travel”, and progress could be measured by saving time when going from A to B.
182Certainly, already in these examples there might be discussions about which standards
183to use and which side effects to take into account – e.g., although computing power
184has increased, so have the computing requirements due to the increasing complexity
185of the software, and extracting the rare minerals used for the construction of techno-
186logical items has destroyed ecological and cultural systems; i.e., the overall gain
187might be less than the measurement suggests.
188These practical problems are complemented with a conceptual problem when the entity of
189progress is morality itself – very broadly construed as a system of norms, rules, virtues and
190justification systems that determines for a community of humans (groups, societies) what the
191“good life” or the “right action” is. In human societies “morality” understood in this way is
192reflected in verbalized accounts that are either transmitted orally or in written form within a
193community and that show up in specific behavioral patterns of individuals (moral agents).
194The analogy involving technology still works well in the case of what we call “indirect
195moral progress” where no change in evaluation standard occurs. For example, when the
196standard is “killing humans is wrong” and the homicide rate in a society has decreased from
197x% to y% with y < x, this would be a reasonable account of indirect moral progress. Certainly,
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198considerations whether the way that the homicide rate has been measured was adequate or
199what side effects should be taken into account (e.g., although fewer people are killed or die due
200to medical intervention, many more might be injured, or whether abortion rates are included in
201the calculation) are still the objects of discussion. However, when morality itself – i.e., the
202system of norms, values and virtues – becomes the progressing entity, things become more
203complex, because the evaluation standard is itself part of the moral system. This means that
204the ethical assessment of moral evaluation standards will partly rely on those standards
205themselves. For example, when assessing the standard change from “all free human beings
206must be treated fairly” to “all human beings must be treated fairly” in the course of the
207abolition of slavery, the ethical argument will refer to the moral core of the new standard, that
208is, that humans qua being human deserve being treated fairly.5 Thus, there are different ways
209how morality itself could be the object of change:

210– Some norms, rules, virtues, and so on, change in importance or are even replaced by
211others (e.g., norms related to sexual behavior)
212– The meaning of norms changes (e.g., from a distributional to a procedural understanding
213of “justice”)
214– The application of norms to specific groups or contexts changes (e.g., a more extended
215group of humans falls under a specific norm as in the case of slavery abolition)
216– Norms are sometimes not evaluated as equally valid, important, applicable etc. by various
217subgroups within a society, addressing the issue of inner-societal agreement
218– Norms are no more considered to be “moral” norms (e.g., religious duties), because
219standards of justifications with respect to what counts as a valid moral argument may
220change, addressing the issue of evaluation stability

221These changes often go hand in hand with more elaborated ethical theories – the
222core business of normative ethics. In what follows, we do not address these extensive
223debates regarding the nature and justification of “good” standards and how the
224development of major ethical theories of the deontic, teleological and virtue traditions
225relate to moral progress – this would be far beyond the scope of this contribution.
226Rather, we will focus on cultural and biological moral progress. In doing so, we will
227sketch the interrelation of three levels – namely the moral system of norms, values
228etc. (moralN) that serves as the evaluation standard of moral progress; the cultural
229practices (moralC) that represent expressions of these standards (either fulfilling or not
230fulfilling these standards); and the biological systems (moralB) – mostly on the
231genetic and neuronal level6 – that enable an agent to express moral behavior, as well
232as the dynamics on each of these levels. In this way, we aim to contribute to a more
233theoretically sound and empirically informed notion of moral progress.

5 This problem points to fundamental questions of moral philosophy: the quest for the universality of moral
norms and the quest on how to “ground” ethical theories (foundationalism vs. coherentism). We will not outline
these questions further.
6 We do not claim that the biological systems determine the behavior of the agent, nor do we claim that we have
complete knowledge how biological systems enable moral behavior – actually, an individual’s biological systems
might be much more complex than initially thought. There are for example indications that even the type of
microorganisms that populate a human body may have an effect on moral behavior (Kramer and Bressan 2015).
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2342.2 Cultural Moral Progress

235It is plausible to assume that moral diversity is a product of social complexity (and may also
236undergird social complexity) – and the emergence of moral diversity necessarily means that
237moral change happened in all the ways outlined in the paragraph above. This reflects the fact
238that morality is situated within a social world, in which social beings generate actions,
239judgments, negotiations, and many other kinds of expressions – and as this social world has
240a history, so has morality. This also means that acts, norms, and virtues that we may call moral
241are subject to fuzziness in two respects: First, within a society, there are for example actions
242that are undisputedly either moral or immoral, whereas other actions are less clear in that
243respect. Second, across societies and during history, the moral condemnation of some behav-
244iors seems to have been stable, whereas others have been subject to remarkable changes. Thus,
245the moral evaluations of given actions differ both with respect to inner-societal agreement and
246evaluation stability over time (Christen and Müller 2015). For example, condemning the
247murder of innocent people (apart from newborns) has been relatively stable both within a
248society as well as over the course of time. For a long time, slavery had been morally acceptable
249within (complex) societies but lost acceptance in a relatively short time span and is now
250regarded as unacceptable in (almost) all societies (Appiah 2010). Abortion has had a long
251history of moral disagreement, while each position has been relatively stable over time. Finally,
252the degree of moral acceptance of homosexuality has shifted several times in history, and to
253date the inner-societal disagreement is still high in many countries (actually, in several
254countries a backlash against the acceptance of homosexuality can be observed).
255Many of the current debates within ethics – e.g. in business ethics or bioethics – refer to
256problems that result from the cultural complexity of our time with its technological possibilities
257and its large variety of institutions. Even the basic issue of slavery requires an institution of
258property and property rights that were not present in this form among human foragers. Given
259the “baseline” of early human history (see Section 2.3), it seems that cultural evolution came at
260a “moral price”, that is, many societies became significantly more unequal, causing and
261fostering violence, and thus requiring (more) cultural moral progress in order to bring down
262violence (Fry 2006). Accordingly, it is difficult to establish cultural moral progress on a
263general or global scale – and the aim of generating moral progress is basically understood as
264a “cultural task”, for example by setting up global institutions like Human Rights Watch. Seen
265from this perspective, the “biological grounding” of human morality is perceived as unimpor-
266tant, as it is overruled by the cultural component.
267Thus, the problem is construed as a “two-level-problem” (see Fig. 1), where the evaluation
268standard moralN is used to judge expressions of these standards moralC. If these expressions
269develop towards this standard, then we see indirect moral progress.7 Vice versa, the inner dynamic
270in the cultural system (e.g. inventions of machines and different ways of production that decrease
271the economic efficiency of slavery) could support (in diverse and complex ways) changes in the
272evaluation standard. Many different social and psychological processes will be needed to ensure
273that such a change will be seen as progress – and this may rely on some rather unexpected moral

7 With respect to indirect moral progress, one has to be aware that political declarations of progress are not the
same as actual progress. For example, slavery is nowadays technically illegal throughout most of the world – but
according to some global watch-dog groups (e.g., http://www.freetheslaves.net/), we still have millions of people
that live under slave-like conditions. Thus, the removal of institutional racism may not address the persistence or
growth of other, less institutionalized, forms of systematic oppression [we thank an anonymous reviewer for this
observation].
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274elements such as honor (Appiah 2010), or in changing the moral sensitivity for the suffering of
275others and for the question who counts as a full human being (as in the case of slavery).

2762.3 Biological Moral Progress

277The notion of “biological moral progress” presumes that human moral agency is somehow
278grounded in an agent’s biological processes and that these processes have an evolutionary
279history – that is, changes on the biological level show up as changes on the moral level.
280Postulating such an interconnection has long been a central topic for scholars interested in
281morality and its origin; and, since the groundbreaking work of Charles Darwin and his
282prominent followers (Herbert Spencer, Julian Huxley and others), empirical approaches to
283this question have referred to the concept of evolution when looking for answers (Joyce 2006).
284This search for the “phylogeny” of morality requires a specific framing of the problem and
285goes along with several well-known questions and problems that have been discussed inten-
286sively by evolutionary biologists and philosophers (e.g., Boyd and Richerson 1985; Caplan
2871979; Kitcher 2011).
288In the following, we will not further expand this debate (for an overview, see the
289contributions in Christen et al. 2013, in particular Christen and Alfano 2013); we only briefly
290sketch major points for our argument. With respect to the relevant context for the phylogeny of
291human morality, there is little disagreement among researchers in the field: The specific
292environmental conditions and the lifestyle of human foragers – that is, the spatial scale of
293the (small band) group with strong mutual interdependencies and relations – shaped (human)
294moral agency in a decisive way. For example, van Schaik et al. (2013) have presented an
295extended hypothesis building on a large body of research in anthropology, ethnology, and
296related sciences. They propose that moral emotions are the subjective side of the proximate
297rules (motivations) that regulate human cooperation, which in turn is an evolutionarily novel
298adaptation to enable the uniquely derived lifestyle of human foragers. This lifestyle required
299generosity and sharing due to extreme mutual interdependence that were accompanied by a
300strong sense of egalitarianism among group members. On the (larger) time scale of the
301evolution of the human species, the biology (i.e., affective systems, brain networks, etc.)
302developed in such a way as to give rise to a specific behavior pattern which survived in groups
303of humans that gained moral importance. Those groups could flourish under these conditions,
304that is, they considered this moral system as positive (as far as we can extrapolate from the
305observations of SBHGs in the last century to human genus history generally; Fry 2013).

moralN

moralC

indirect moral progress:
increasing compliance

of cultural practices
with norms

direct moral progress:
complex interaction of

new cultural practices & 
changing norms

Fig. 1 The interrelation between evaluation standard and cultural moral system seen merely from a cultural
perspective
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306An important point is that the associated biological processes do not necessarily work on
307much larger time scales compared to cultural processes. In particular, epigenetic changes in
308gene expression that affect parents in one generation (e.g., due to high environmental stress at
309critical time points) have been shown to impact epigenetics and parental behavior across
310generations (for a brief overview see Powledge 2011) – thus biological changes can have
311effects on smaller time scales that contribute to the “collective history” of a group. In this way,
312biological change can influence moral change – and creating an environment that increases the
313likelihood of positive biological change implies the possibility of biological moral progress.
314Thus, adding the biological level complicates the picture sketched in Fig. 1: The biological
315level interacts both with moralC and moralN (see Fig. 2). Epigenetic changes are of particular
316relevance for the interaction between moralB and moralC – and through these alterations,
317changes in the evaluation standard also are possible (we will show this for the example of
318parenting in Section 3). Whereas the understanding of indirect moral progress (comparing
319standards with actual cultural practices) does not change, direct moral progress becomes a
320more complicated issue, because changes in the cultural practices can change the evaluation
321standards of an agent’s behavior via its influence on moralB.
322Here, one may object that due to the large time scale of biological evolution the human groups
323themselves were unable to perceive this emergence of morality as “progress”. To some extent, this is
324certainly true – but one has to take into account that the behavioral patterns of the SBHG were/are
325not solely determined by their biology. Rather, their behavioral patterns were co-determined by the
326interaction between their biology and their natural and social environment, giving rise to cultural
327practices that supported SBHG flourishing. Although evil behavior of individuals was possible (e.g.,
328murder), this could in the worst case lead to the exclusion of an incorrigible individual from the
329group (de facto a “death penalty”, as long-term survival as an individual was very difficult), or in
330some cases of dangerousness, execution (Fry 2006). Large-scale natural disasters may also have had
331an impact on group morality (although this is almost impossible to assess empirically), as would
332have new types of innovation. Thus, it is plausible to assume that somemoral change due to cultural
333change (because of innovations, partly needed for adapting to changing environmental conditions)
334also occurred in SBHG societies, making moral progress possible.

moralN

moralC

indirect moral progress:
increasing compliance

of cultural practices
with norms

direct moral progress:
complex interaction of

changed biological morality,
new cultural practices & 

changing norms

moralB

culture-biology-interaction:
cultural moral practices

influence/change
biological morality

(possible feedback loop)

biology-morality-interaction:
changed biological morality

provides foundations of
different moral systems

(“world views“)

Fig. 2 The interrelation between evaluation standard, biological and cultural moral system
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335This biological perspective on moral change points furthermore to an additional problem:
336Sedentariness and the beginning of agriculture (the Neolithic revolution that happened about
33712,000 years ago) created a major shift away from the lifestyle of SBHG for many people (but
338not all). Already, some complex hunter-gatherers (with cultivation of plants or domestication
339of animals) and early societies displayed significant amounts of violence and war (Fry 2006).8

340This leads to a whole set of difficult questions: For example, one may ask whether this
341fundamental change in lifestyle led to or was accompanied by changes in the biological
342foundation of human (moral) behavior, for example, on the epigenetic level (e.g., which genes
343were turned on or off during critical periods in early life). Or, one may ask whether this
344transition generated a “gap” between the biological foundation emerging from our genus
345history as SBHG and current (now quite disparate) lifestyles and moral behavior patterns.9

346Answering these questions is beyond the scope of our contribution – but the question points to
347the fact that since the beginning of agriculture, cultural evolution has become a major force in
348the development of human societies due to the accumulation of wealth, division of labor and
349other facets of increasing social complexity.
350This is of particular importance with respect to the understanding of flourishing, as based on
351the ancient Greek concept of “Eudaimonia” or the good life (Cloninger et al. 2012; Narvaez
3522014). This concept includes more than (mere) survival and not necessarily an increase in
353population, wealth, or power. Instead, it is related to the optimal realization of one’s potential
354in the sense of leading a meaningful life and enjoying positive social relationships from a
355position of self-acceptance and self-transcendence, that is, caring for others, nature, and the
356biocommunity. Moreover, as a holistic concept, it involves “physical, mental, social, and
357spiritual aspects of health and wellbeing”, which are inseparable (Cloninger et al. 2012, p. 3).
358Flourishing can be distinguished from an “egocentric outlook of separateness” including an
359emphasis on materialistic concerns. “Stressors associated with a materialist outlook of sepa-
360rateness and the resulting social inequity elicit concomitant increases in a wide variety of
361mental and physical disorders, which can be likened to the debilitating effects of an aggressive
362virus or meme” (Cloninger et al. 2012, p. 3). Thus, if a moral system fostering flourishing (and
363therefore happiness) leads to mentally, physically, socially, and spiritually healthier individuals
364and societies, we may speculate that it is likely to result in (better) evolutionary success in the
365long run, whereas the moral system embodied by westernized societies has endangered the
366survival of other-than-human and human life in the long term (cf. Narvaez 2014).
367One may object here that – although morality can be construed as an adaptation that
368developed as a way of promoting the survival and reproduction of evolutionary units – there is
369no guarantee that, once established, the conception of the “good life” or “right action” that is
370embedded in moral systems will necessarily align with what is required for the future
371evolutionary success of individuals (or groups). Thus, the moral change that accompanies
372the neolithic revolution could be interpreted as “overcoming” an outdated moral system for the
373massive societal alteration, i.e., an “evolutionary failure” of SBHGmoralB given the increasing
374complexity of moralC. One could interpret this as a kind of a social Darwinism argument,

8 Another interesting question to ask would be: Why did these complex societies emerge, given the high “moral
price” that resulted from this change in lifestyle? In addition, other problems resulted from this transition, for
example a higher vulnerability for epidemics, decreased health from worse nutrition. The causes for this change
are still a matter of scientific controversies; see for example Cochran and Harpending (2009).
9 A similar argument has been put forward regarding nutrition. Some suggest that the human metabolism is not
adapted to the modern feeding pattern, which would partly explain the increasing obesity problem in many
countries once the “western” diet is introduced.
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375which however would be hard to defend given today’s very critical judgments with respect to
376this theory tradition (Claeys 2000). We will discuss a less radical interpretation if this argument
377in Section 4. Moreover, we do not aim to reduce biological moral progress to mere evolved
378changes in the biological basis underlying moral functioning. Rather, biological moral progress
379refers to such changes that meet some evaluation standard.10 A key point in our paper,
380however, is that changes in the biological basis also have an effect on those standards – this
381bill be outlined in the next section when referring to parenting practices. Furthermore, we note
382that the current ecological crisis indeed puts into question the long-term evolutionary success
383of the current lifestyle.

3843 Interrelations between Biology and Culture: Parenting Practices

385The focus on either evolution or social/cultural trends often misses the critical understanding
386that humans are dynamic systems whose early experiences shape their dispositions and
387capacities. Born up to 18 months early compared to other animals, babies need an intensive
388caregiving environment – what we call below the evolved developmental niche – for species-
389typical development.
390Parenting is a good example to demonstrate the interaction of the cultural and the biological
391level for understanding its impact on moral progress. At birth, humans are immature, educable
392and ready for cooperation. Like all animals, humans have an early nest that matches up with the
393maturational schedule of the offspring. The mammalian nest became more intense for social
394mammals and even more so for humans because of human immaturity at birth and extensive
395biopsychosocial needs (Narvaez 2014; Trevathan 2011). As humans are complex dynamic
396systems, with more epigenetic consequences from experience after birth than for any other
397animal (Gómez-Robles et al. 2015), caregiver behavior interactively shapes the rapidly growing
398biopsychosocial nature of the child. However, there are complex interrelationships between
399biological and cultural factors. Culture influences childrearing practices through beliefs about
400the nature of children and their needs, beliefs about parent responsibilities as well as the support
401parents receive. The parenting practices sanctioned by the culture in turn have an influence on
402children’s biopsychosocial functioning, which in turn impact the child’s trajectory, influencing
403wellbeing as an adult. Optimally, this developmental course expresses itself as flourishing. Its
404negative expression is languishing or suffering (physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually;
405Cloninger et al. 2012). Adults’wellbeing in turn impinges on the type of culture they construct.
406Accordingly, cultures and their associated childrearing practices that vary in the degree of
407matching up with children’s basic biopsychosocial needs may be expected to lead to differential
408outcomes both on the individual and on the social/cultural level (Narvaez 2015).
409The evolved developmental niche of humans unfolded in the course of small-band foragers
410with their specific morality as outlined in Section 2.3. What has occurred over time since the
411agricultural revolution and more rapidly recently in some places like the USA is that the
412evolved developmental niche has deteriorated, necessarily forming species-atypical individuals
413who are less socially agile and less receptively intelligent to earth’s creatures, rhythms and
414communications and more self-oriented, stress-reactive and destructive. As societies became
415more complex (e.g., complex hunter-gatherers, tribes, chiefdoms, etc., see Fry 2006), adults
416became preoccupied with raising crops and animals, providing decreased care to babies and

10 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this observation.
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417young children, apparently shifting human dispositions and capacities over generations.
418Overpopulation also increased stress on individuals, societies and the planet. Toxic early stress
419and excessive stress in adulthood result in a human nature less capacious and more destructive to
420the other-than-humans. The pattern of child under-care and subsequent misguided development,
421thwarting humanmoral potential, is evident in the USAwhere data suggest that the components of
422Darwin’smoral sense (e.g., empathy, social pleasure, prosocial habit development and concern for
423the opinion of others) have deteriorated (Derber 2013 Q3; Narvaez 2016a, 2016b).
424We therefore suggest that two perspectives on moral progress should be distinguished with
425respect to parenting: (a) a “biological perspective” that refers to the inherited practices typical
426of the evolutionary niche of social mammals and influence epigenetics and plasticity, and that
427unfolds in a species-typical way in the human species (i.e., a strong impetus of generosity,
428sharing, egalitarianism, and cooperation) as part of a community of humans and other-than-
429humans; and (b) a “cultural perspective” that relates moral progress to successfully shielding of
430children from an increasing diversity of dangers, temptations and possible wrongdoings in a
431human social world whose complexity accumulates in time compared to the SBHG baseline
432(although the modern world certainly involves very different lifestyles in that respect). These
433two notions show up – to simplify matters – in two distinct worldviews that provide two
434different reference frames for judging moral progress. We will discuss the implications of these
435two perspectives on indirect and direct moral progress in Section 4. But first, we will outline
436the concept of the evolved developmental niche (EDN) in some more detail.
437Developmental psychobiologists West and King (1987) introduced the concept of an
438ontogenetic niche as a way to describe how parents reliably influence the phenotype of their
439offspring. Evolutionary systems theory (Oyama et al. 2001) identifies multiple extra-genetic
440legacies that accompany genes, including the developmental niche. Konner (2005) described
441the niche for humans by reviewing SBHG parenting practices across groups worldwide,
442calling it the hunter-gatherer childhood model. Narvaez and colleagues call it the evolved
443developmental niche (EDN). Because of its universality, the EDN appears to provide a cultural
444commons for the development of human biology and sociality. Indeed, converging evidence
445indicates that when the evolved caregiving practices are provided to children, their wellbeing,
446social and moral development are fostered (Narvaez et al. 2013a, 2013b).
447Biological morality refers to the neurobiological foundations of cooperative, social moral-
448ity, which develops with the EDN embedded in the natural world. Narvaez (2014) described
449the development of biological morality from the perspective of evolutionary systems theory.
450Humans evolved with the extra-genetic inheritance of the EDN, the intensive caregiving that
451matches up with the maturational needs of the child. Although the EDN emerged with social
452mammals over 30 million years ago, small-band hunter-gatherer societies around the world
453demonstrate in similar fashion the human form of the EDN: intense parenting due to the
454greater sociality of human beings, the greater immaturity of the neonate, and the extended
455length of maturation. The human EDN includes soothing perinatal experience, extensive
456breastfeeding and positive touch, responsiveness to keep babies from becoming distressed
457but also positive companionship throughout early life with a community of caregivers, as well
458as high autonomy and free play in nature with multi-aged mates.
459In her triune ethics theory (Narvaez 2008, 2014, 2016a, 2016b), Narvaez describes how
460early care shapes neurobiological functioning (e.g., stress response, vagus nerve) that impinges
461on moral functioning. With the EDN, sociality is well developed with an engagement ethic
462(relational attunement) and communal imagination predominant. However, when stress is too
463extensive in early childhood from lack of the EDN, the stress response system establish itself
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464to be hyper-reactive. The stress response necessarily draws blood flow away from higher order
465thinking and results in survival systems being in control (Arnsten 2009). When one’s neuro-
466biology is established as threat reactive, self-protective ethical orientations can become
467dispositional. Without intervention, EDN-inconsistent early life brings about greater reliance
468on self-protection ethics (social opposition, social withdrawal, vicious imagination, detached
469imagination; see Narvaez 2014, 2015, 2016a, 2016b). Developmental research from a lifespan
470perspective has consistently shown that even on a small time-scale (including only a few
471generations), violence, maltreatment, abuse and many more negative childrearing behaviors
472are perpetuated, a process called intergenerational transmission (e.g., Black et al. 2010) but
473also the epigenetics of mistreatment are transmitted across generations. Species-atypical
474developmental systems lead to species-atypical individuals and germ lines that are less likely
475to outcompete their rivals from species-typical systems, undermining fitness over generations
476(Narvaez et al. 2016).
477Although culture has increasingly trumped biology in the last several millennia in many
478regards, humans are still social mammals with basic needs (e.g., belonging, autonomy) that are
479often thwarted in modern lifestyles. Alongside these changes, adults have shifted their baselines
480for what constitutes normal child rearing, as well as expectations for wellbeing and even
481morality. Instead of expecting (and promoting) communal imagination and relational attune-
482ment found in SBHG, modern societies assume self-protectionist ethics to be “normal” and part
483of human nature, rather than realizing how aberrant they are in the context of human history.
484Shifted capacities include self-regulation and sensitivity to social signaling, expression and
485interpretation, which become less developed because of a degraded EDN. But also, unlike
486SBHG where the natural world’s gift economy operates (cyclical giving-receiving-giving),
487complex societies have firm notions of ownership and have rules based around property, class
488and interaction with strangers (Gowdy 1998; Hewlett and Lamb 2005; Lee and Daly 2005).
489These notions are typically taught through coercion and punishment of children, whereas
490among SBHG there is no coercion of others, except in the case of preventing significant
491physical harm. As a result, SBHG children do not fear punishment from adults, seemingly
492circumventing Kohlberg’s pre-conventional level of moral judgment. Instead, young children
493exhibit concern for group welfare from a young age (for illustrations from a more complex
494society, see Bolin 2010). In contrast to the development of an internal, biological morality
495from neurobiologically experienced patterns of intersubjectivity and relational attunement,
496morality is (and must be) imposed externally, from the culture of a modern society.
497In summary, we can sketch a picture that outlines – both on the level of direct progress
498(culture: the evaluation standards; biology: the (mostly) neurobiological system that is en-
499abling or promoting the evaluation standard) and indirect progress (culture: the general type of
500social organization; biology: parenting practices that directly affect the neurobiological system)
501– those elements that could become the object of an evaluative statement whether progress has
502taken place or not (Fig. 3). The double arrows in each cell of Fig. 3 indicate the possibility that
503the change can go in either direction, and the standards used to evaluate which change counts
504as “progress” is entangled with the changes in the other three cells. This is arguably a
505simplification, but the Figure indicates that one cannot decouple the evaluation standard from
506changes that happen in the other three components.
507This leads to mainly two questions: First, one may ask whether moral progress is
508“corrupted” by cultural developments in complex societies and/or modern, “westernized”
509lifestyles, respectively, a corruption which in turn needs to be counteracted by cultural forces.
510Second, one may ask whether the current situation is just an expression that morally worse
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511groups (in terms of matching the SBHG moral baseline) may be more successful from an
512evolutionary fitness perspective and will tend to persist despite the high “moral cost”. Thus,
513any idea of moral progress that could work in culturally complex human societies would have
514to establish a new baseline, which includes the degraded EDN and its impact on generating a
515self-protectionist ethics. Of course, it matters what baseline is used for judgment and what
516scope of analysis is desired. This will be the topic of the next section.

5174 Is there an Inevitable Conflict Inherent in Evaluating Biological
518and Cultural Moral Progress?

519Here, we critically analyze the argument that the claim of biological moral decline is
520inadequate given the cultural complexity of the modern world. Obviously, the living condi-
521tions of the modern world that emerged since sedentariness and the beginning of agriculture
522are completely different compared to those of SBHG. Culture and technology have led to a
523rich differentiation of the social world as well as to an enormous increase of humans that
524inhabit the earth (the number of humans that populated the world around 12,000 B.C. is
525estimated at 2 million).11

526There are basically two stories to describe these processes of social differentiation and
527population growth, which we call the “anthropocentric story” and the “global flourishing
528story”. The anthropocentric story can be summarized as follows:

5291) Human morality has been shaped by the biological history of the species. In this story,
530however, primate selfish and aggressive tendencies are emphasized, and so morality
531becomes “preventing the bad”.
5322) However, since settlement, we have started an accelerated cultural evolution (institution
533building, social inequality, focusing on human survival, etc.) that counteracts several
534important elements of “biological morality”, but also allowed (unequal) accumulation of
535wealth, leading to groups that “evolutionarily outperformed” those living according to the
536SBHG moral baseline despite the imposed moral costs. Those with more wealth were on
537average healthier and more likely to survive, and so wealth became a goal in itself, and a
538competitive world was assumed.

parenting according
 to evolved 

developmental niche
of mammals 

biological cultural

direct

indirect

standards focus
on generosity, 

egality, „oneness“ 
with nature, etc...

standards focus
on wealth (distribution),

individualism, control
of nature, etc.

complexification of
societies (social 

institutions, new 
technologies etc.)

simpler forms of
social organization,
stronger interaction

with nature

brains adapted to
stress exposure,

supporting a 
„self protection ethics“

brains adapted to
responsive care,

supporting a 
„engagement ethics“

parenting as an
instrument to control

„temptations“ resulting
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Fig. 3 Outlining “direct” and “indirect” changes both on the biological and cultural level exemplified for
parenting practices. The double arrows indicate directions of possible changes

11 This information emerges from the HYDE (History Database of the Global Environment) database that
presents (gridded) time series of population and land use for the last 12,000 years: http://themasites.pbl.
nl/tridion/en/themasites/hyde/ (last access. October 31 2015).
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5393) However, wealth differences, increased population and population density amplified the
540potential for and occurrence of violence, towards humans and other-than-humans. The
541evolution of new norms to deal with guarding wealth was needed. Nevertheless, wealth is
542seen as an indispensable foundation for securing moral progress (in terms of social
543security into the future). This might be a reason why a strict “is-ought-distinction” is
544enforced with respect to these norms – the moral system is seen as something that is
545logically decoupled from the actual practice of living.
5464) Parenting thus becomes a practice that – with respect to morality – puts a focus on explicit
547interventions aiming to enforce norms. Instead of trusting biological built-in needs in the
548child for affection, responsiveness and play matched by EDN-consistent practices that
549foster an independent, self-confident individual, the culture pressures children to conform
550to non-biological processes, those of cultural norms. This requires coercion and neglect,
551increasing a sense of insecurity and, thereby, a lifelong dependence on cultural norms.
5525) Current generation of wealth is associated with damaging the planet but at the same time
553considered necessary for survival (see #2). However, the anthropocentric story sees moral
554progress as a technological problem: the evaluation system does not have to be changed,
555but humans have to change their impact on the planet. The eco-modernists take up this
556position and argue that a technological fix is needed and possible, fostering a techno-
557optimism (see http://www.ecomodernism.org/).

558The “global flourishing” story can be summarized as follows:

5591) Same starting assumption as story 1—human morality has been shaped by the biological
560history of the species – but with the addition of a different focus: the biological origin of
561human morality goes along with a certain understanding of flourishing and happiness.
562Morality is not primarily seen as something that “forbids the bad” but that “enables the
563good” – a matter of virtuous, right living on and with the earth.
5642) Cultural evolution led to a change of the evaluation system. Humans started to believe
565they were separate from and superior to nature and made nature into dead objects
566(de-personified) (Merchant 2003). Morality became thin and not centered on
567living a virtuous life but focused on preventing worst-case outcomes for humans
568(e.g., death of an innocent other). The natural world was to be exploited, and its
569control was seen as a sign of progress.
5703) Considered from this perspective, moral evaluation standards and cultural evolution are
571more closely coupled: there is no clear “is-ought-distinction” in the SBHGmoral baseline.
572That is the culture that fosters flourishing is best, and it includes the EDN. The supporters
573of this position are thus more inclined to accept justifying ethical standards by referring to
574appeals to statistical normalcy over the course of human history. This also means that if
575the conditions of human living were changed in some way it would affect what people
576consider to be the good life.
5774) Parenting becomes an important element here: Children that systematically grow up under
578conditions that deviate from our evolved development niche will have a different evalu-
579ation standard than those who are raised with the EDN intact (as seen in the contrast
580Darwin draws between “civilized” and “uncivilized” peoples). When one is raised outside
581the EDN, one becomes alienated from nature and one’s own nature, disposing one to
582move against nature instead of with it. Parents who do not respect the built-in needs of the
583baby (e.g., to be physically close to the caregiver most of the time through the first year
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584and longer) teach the baby to disrespect the needs of self, others, and nature (as well as
585undermine optimal development of the child’s neurobiological systems).12 The species-
586typical life course goes awry: Instead of children becoming engaged adolescent members
587of the community, then committed adult members and, later, wise elders who guide
588younger generations, children become adults who are self-centered and reckless, who
589perpetuate a culture that spirals downward over generations toward less and less ecolog-
590ical wisdom and communal morality.
5915) According to the “global flourishing” story, it is therefore not sufficient to focus on
592indirect or even direct moral progress, but we have to understand how biological aspects
593shape our worldviews and what we consider to be moral progress. At least some drawn to
594this worldview are rather pessimistic with respect to technological fixes. For example,
595deep ecology and similar theory consider the humans even to be a “weed” species (which
596imbalance an ecosystem and then die out when species that are more cooperative take
597over) (Naess and Rothenberg 1989). In light of the sustainable SBHG societies, it seems
598that the dominant culture of the last centuries is a weed culture.

599There is no “experimental way” to determine which of the two stories is right, nor can we turn
600back the wheel of time. The stories presented are worldviews that shape how we see the world –
601and these worldviews are at least partly related to differences in themoralB level. This means that
602an ethics theoretician is possibly not assessing different versions of the same thing when she
603makes inter-cultural moral progress judgments concerning two groups, because one groupmay be
604biologically dissimilar to the other. Furthermore, these worldviews lead to different suggestions
605regarding what should be done with respect to indirect and direct moral progress. The first story
606would understand direct moral progress as a reaction of cultural change and put an emphasis on
607indirect moral progress – one would develop new evaluation standards in response to increasing
608cultural complexity strongly triggered by technological progress, and one would advocate for
609more technological progress in order to align cultural practice with the evaluation standard. The
610biological perspective would be seen mainly as a constant (setting aside clear pathological cases,
611e.g. due to brain damage) that is not accessible for shaping moral progress.
612In contrast to this, the second story would put an emphasis on the biological perspective as
613the pivotal point for direct moral progress. It would consider evaluation standards as an
614emergent property of a complex interaction between culture and biology that is amplified in
615certain cultural domains such as parenting. It would make a less strict distinction between is
616and ought in the sense that it would take the interconnectedness between, e.g., human and
617other-than-human as a sufficient moral reason to change cultural practices that affect moralB
618and thusmoralN. One would put an emphasis on shaping direct moral progress, and one would
619consider indirect moral progress as a result of this change. Thus, both stories include a mutual
620interplay and interdependence between direct and indirect evaluation standards, but with a
621different emphasis on one or the other.
622To our understanding, however, an additional point should be considered when contem-
623plating the two stories: Unlike SBHG who have lived sustainably on the planet (extant groups
624like Australian Aborigines and the Ju/Huansi, for tens of thousands of years) the future of the
625species Homo sapiens sapiens is under threat because dominant cultural practices are

12 A highly topical instance of this disrespect towards others in children and adolescents is the systematic,
targeted and ongoing power abuse characterizing bullying in both its normal (offline) and online forms (see for
example Hymel et al. 2010 for an overview of the moral dimensions of bullying).
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626undermining the health of biological systems on the planet. Perhaps this type of empirical
627evidence should be included in an assessment of moral progress. It means that the scope of
628concern is widened to include the other-than-human. In other words, other-than-humans
629should be part of any moral equation. Now that we know by every measure that the ways of
630the dominant culture are undermining biodiversity on the planet, is it possible for us to have an
631adequate moral theory or set of evaluative standards without taking these facts into account?

6325 Conclusion: the Broader Picture

633In this arguably sketchy overview, we do not intend to replace one “ideology” with
634another or to promote a “pre-civilization ideal” (“back to nature”). Rather, we suggest
635to take a closer look at how our evaluation standards depend on the living conditions
636of a given, targeted society or group, in particular as related to parenting. Thus, we
637start to reframe the initial problem of assessing moral progress by focusing on the
638interaction of cultural and biological systems and the way it impacts the necessity for
639and interplay between evaluation standards.
640We can broaden our circle of concern from humans alone and their treatment of one another
641(e.g., Pinker 2011) to earth lifeforms, human and other-than-human, and their wellbeing. This
642indeed requires a change in worldviews, as self-interest, the belief in it and the flavoring of life
643by it, has become a pervasive force in many societies across the globe, so much so that
644alternative perspectives are considered impossible, naïve, or romantic ideals. Such is the power
645of culture.13 But, as the anthropologist Marshall Sahlins (2008) pointed out:

646647“For the greater part of humanity, self-interest as we know it is unnatural in the
648normative sense: it is considered madness, witchcraft or some such grounds for
649ostracism, execution or at least therapy. Rather than expressing a pre-social human
650nature, such avarice is generally taken for a loss of humanity.” (p. 51)
651

652All these considerations seem to culminate in a position that might see culture and
653biology as conflicting, contradictory views when trying to measure moral progress.
654However, framing the problem from only one perspective (biology or culture) is not
655helpful. Culture and biology do not represent a dichotomy or irreconcilable frame-
656works but interrelate. Moreover, we should avoid simplistic statements like “Our
657current culture is so far removed from our heritage that this heritage does not provide
658any orientation at all” or “Let us go back to nature and then everything will be fine”.
659Our biology may be maladjusted to modern life conditions; but what are the impli-
660cations of this maladjustment? We believe that investigating the way that the interplay
661of biology and culture shapes our morality should become a major topic of research
662in order to re-align biological and cultural moral progress. Moreover, moral assess-
663ments may change once we have an inclusive (of other-than-humans) worldview. In
664this case, humans are viewed as not superior to nature, but as part of it. Humans
665cannot flourish without the thriving of biodiversity and wellbeing on the planet.
666Bringing in a SBHG perspective could promote a humbler, sustainable human orien-
667tation to living with other-than-humans as a moral ideal.
668

13 However, too, peoples exist worldwide who have a legacy of or adopt the indigenous worldview.
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